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GHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEiv1 
Stat ement of the Problem: The pur·pose of this study is to 
develop a guide i n the specific area of educational re$ources 
for the teaching staff of the Central School in Colchester , 
Connect icut. 
Specifica lly , the aim of t his study is to determine 
whic educational experiences are available t o the tea ching 
staff of the Colchester Central School and to disseminate 
this information in the form of a guide as a means of 
enriching the curriculum and m1ekening the teachers and 
pupils to the se vital opportunities . 
Locally, children may observe the usual business 
activities of this rura l community which i ncludes farming , 
trucking , and the manufacture of leather goods . Ne1"1' London, 
a navy port and submarine base, presents opportunities to 
visit vessels and observe mi litary routine; \'lhile Hartford , 
the state capital and larger city, has much to offer in 
art , science and government. These experiences can be 
- 1 -
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made an integral part of the curriculum and as real 
experience is the best method of educat ion, these resources 
should not go untapped. 
Just ification of the Problem: The rural community of 
Colchester has in the past had but little participation n 
t he area of educational trips. This year only t'vro teachers 
from the staff of tw·enty-fi ve have availed themselves of 
the opportunity to use the educational trip as a teaching 
technique. This is indeed unforttmate as educationa l trips 
in the realm of natural science are literally at the school 
door. 
The business district of this community of thirty-
five hundred inhabitants is only three quarters of a mile 
from the school, and the tmm of Colchester is on the main 
highway , mid\·1ay between Hartford and New London , making the 
resources of these two larger communities vlithin easy reach. 
Therefore, there is virtually a wealth of first hand 
experiences at the teachers' finger tips . 
The utilization of educational trips will be encouraged 
and fostered and it is hoped that this study ~dll have the 
potential of increasing the educational horizons by coupling 
~pe vicarious to the real experience. The end r esult will 
vitalize and enrich the instructional program. A second 
3 
factor resulting from the competent use of community 
resources could be improved school-conwunity relationships . 
Thirdly, field trips are educationally justified as they 
produce a development within the units of study. Rather 
than some of the more artificial techniques, these trips 
enable students to learn by direct experience . The richer 
the pupils 1 direct experience is with each unit of his 
culture, the more meaningful vrill be his understanding of 
the vrorld , his country, his community, and his life in 
school. 
Delimination of the Problem: In scope, this study \'-Till be 
limited to the selection of educational trips and resouxce 
persons available to the teaching staff of the Colchester 
Central School. 
Colchester, a small community, lacks some of the 
facilities and educational advantages of the nearby cities. 
Because of these local limitations, the geographical area 
included in this study was extended to encompass the cities 
of Hartford and New London, both easily accessible as they 
are located on a radius twenty-two miles from Colchester. 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Educational Trips. -- An educational trip is a neces-
sary going-out from the schoolroom to experience directly 
that which cannot readily be brought to the school. It is 
sometimes called a field trip, a school journey, an excur-
sion, or tour. Whatever the name, the activity must have 
definite objectives, be carefully planned and directed. 
Only those trips which meet the criteria and can be 
completed within the school day are included in this study. 
Re source Visitors. -- Resource visitors are persons 
who are fitted to make a telling contribution to the work 
of the school through intimate and authoritative knowledge 
of some aspect of community life. 
Community Study. -- A community study refers to 
educational trips which are school authorized, teacher 
planned, and curriculum intergrated. 
4 
nDuring field trips things, services and processes 
in the comn1unity that are related to curriculum pl~~s 
are studied by pupils under teacher supervision.n 1J 
y Walter Arno Wittich and Charles Francis Schuller, 
Audio-Visual ¥aterials, Harper & Brothers Publishers, 
New York, 1953, p.235. · 
Parental Permission Slip. -- A parental permission 
slip is a statement, signed by a parent or guardian, 
authorizing the pupil to participate in a school sponsored 
educational trip. 
"The written permission that the school must 
obtain from a parent to take a child on a trip 
provides protection for the school only in the 
event of accidents that do not result from careless-
ness or negligence •••••• A simple and practical 
means of enlightening the parents is a multi raphed 
sheet outlining the plans fo r the tripl ~th. a space 
for the parental consent and approval.' Y 
Lester B. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in T eachin~, 
The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1956, pe64. 
5 
GHAPI'EI?. II 
H.EVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1. The Community as the Schoolroom 
y 
l n his book The Am erican Elementa ry School the aut hor 
points up the educational importance of corm11unit y resources: 
" Many forward looking school systems have 
discovered a tremendous and vital force in their 
ne j_ghborhood and community resources, farms, courts, 
f oundries, mi j_ls , bakeries, f lorists or fire stat i on. n 
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of t he Na_tional Society for y 
the Study of Education states: 
1/ 
2/ 
··In the rural school, the varied and abundant 
co munity resources for science teaching are the 
logical ones for use . Under the observation of the 
children, birds bui ld their nests, raise their young , 
i 'eed themselves and their young, and prepare for 
mi gr ation Plants and anima ls get ready !'or winter 
or cast off the dormancy of an inactive season. Pets 
and f arm animals must be fed, watered, and otherwi se 
ca red f or. Children learn to look for flov-rers , 1~or 
Harold G. Shane, 'l'he American Element a~ School, Ha r per 
and Brot hers, NevT York, 1953, pp.351-35 .. 
Ne lson v. Henry, Science Education in American Schools, 
l•'or t y-Sixth Yearbook of the Society for t he Study of 
Educat ion , Part I , Chicago, Univer sit y of Chicago Press, 
1947, p.ll8 . 
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fruits and berries, for weeds, and for night -shade 
and poison ivy and learn to know different kinds of 
farm , garden, and orchard crops . Animal tracks 
convey infarmation about species, size, speed of 
travel, and other habits . The conste~la~~uns , undim-
med by city lights, are seen overhead during all 
seasons of the year. After a storm , miniature river 
valleys a re seen, and erosion and leeching are 
apparent ." 
There are educators ~'lho oppose the educational trip 
as a teaching technique. Relative to this Weaver and 
!/ 
Bollinger remark: 
:tThe failure to use the school journey as a 
medium of learning is due probably to the inertia 
of teachers and the r eluctance of supervising 
ofticers to encourage such an activity . Its educa-
tional possibilities must be recognized, and the old 
idea of schools within four walls must be eliminated .. 
The thinking and attitudes of students can be better 
influenced by realities rather than by abstract 
discussions . There is no better \•ray to introduce, 
to review, to clari fy, and to give meaning to a 
subject than by a trip \<Therein the real thing may 
be observed .. " 2/ 
Olsen - also points out this lethargy when he says : 
"Many schools are literally insulated in their 
communities. They are pedago~ic is l ands, cut-off 
by channels of convention from the world v'lhich sur-
rounds them and the inhabitants of these islands 
rarely venture to cross these channe ls during school 
hours. To be sure, they read about the surrounding 
\·mrld in books , and they return .to live on the 
7 
Gilbert G. Weaver and Elroy W. Bollinger , Visual Aids, 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1951, p.55. 
Ed'\-mrd G. Olsen, School and Gonununi ty, Prentice-Hall , 
Inc ., 1947, 1954, p.4. 
mainland when school is out. 
have built bridges over which 
back and forth bet'\•Teen school 
1/ 
McKo~m and Roberts - mention: 
Few schools, hoHever, 
people may freely pass 
and community. " 
nlVIuch of the usual curricular work of the school 
is formal and academic and hence it lacks vitalit y . 
The average bookish description of a waten~orks plant, 
the working s of a bank, the publication of a newspaper , 
the activities of a city council, the significance of 
some great memorial , or the wonders of some natural 
phenomena are unappealing to the average student 
because they are more or less remote from reality. n 
2/ 
Gregory,- in agreement wit h McKown and Roberts , contends: 
nEducation has been too far removed from the 
basic · experiences oi' modern life. .Many schools are 
quite deficient in opportunities for sense perception, 
exploration, and raw experiences. They need fewer 
words and more activities with things, situations, 
conditions, and relations . For useful learning pupils 
require experiences with t he raw materials of life. 
A garden, a shop , a live animal collection, trip to 
a farm, a mill, a store, a f ire station, a post office, 
a park, a museum, etc ••• all have a place in the modern 
school. lviany of these raw materials and elementary 
experiences are so common to the adult that their 
importance to the child is apt to be overlooked. " 
In every community there are distinctive environmental 
resources that offer productive possibilities for opening 
y Harry c. I11cKotrm and Alvin B. Hoberts, Audio-Visual Aids 
to Instruction, McGraw-Hill Book Company , Inc ., New York, 
1940, pp.187-188. 
w. lJI. Gregory , Modern Aids for Experiences in Learning, 
~aterials of Instruction, Eighth Yearbook of the 
Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction, 
~v-a s hington, D.C., 1935, pp.85-86. 
9 
up the world to the child. Relative to this, Hoban, Hoban 
y' 
and Zisman say: 
"Teachers relalize the educational principle that 
real experience is the best method of education. It is 
an indisputable fact that much of our school experiences 
are of a vicarious nature. vfuerever feasible, schools 
are providing the real experiences and are increasingly 
applying our kno\llledge, so perhaps the educational trip 
should head the list of visual teaching material. As 
visual materials go, the educational trip is often the 
most economical -- because it is the most accessible and 
often the least expensive of the techniques of visual 
instruction; the school journey literally awaits in the 
backyard of every teacher and pupil." 
They also state: 
" The school journey may be defined as an educational 
procedure in which pupils are conducted, for educational 
purposes, to places where the subject matter of instruc-
tion may be 2~udied first hand in its functional 
situation .n _j 
3/ 
A University of ~linnesota report, in discussing the 
community as the schoolroom, declared: 
y 
ttNot only the schoolroom but the entire community 
must become the child's laboratory. In the last 
analysis the goals of education are derived from the 
needs and interests of the people of the community.. 'vVe 
must go inGo the community to see what these needs and 
Charles F. Hoban , Charles F. Hoban , Jr., and Samuel B. 
Zisman, Visualizin~ the Curriculum, The Dryden Press , 
New York, 1953, p. 9. 
Ibid., p . 29 . 
University of Minnesota, Using Community Resources , 
Illustrative Experience Units for Grade One to Six, 
Number Six of the Series on Individualization of Ins-
truction, University of IVlinnesota Press , 1948, p.l . 
10 
interests are. The study of vital, realistic cor.1munity 
and personal problems should become the core of the 
curriculum. n 
The idea that the "walls of the school should expand1t 
1/ 
is emphasized in The Go,;·llTiunity - Our Classroom:-
nToo often, '"e as teachers tend to think of educa-
tion as taking place ~~thin the four walls of the 
classroom . v· e attempt to "Qring into the classroom, 
through the aid of motion pictures , radio, pictures , 
books , and other instructional rna terials, many vicarious 
experiences vvhich vdll help the child to better unders-
tand the t"lorld where he lives. This is as it should be . 
The greater the variety of learning experiences, the 
better the opportunity vve have of reaching the children 
and making their learning experiences more meaningful 
and dynamic. However , because formal education has 
been thought of as taking place within the school, we 
have not made extensive use of the rich resources vJhich 
surround the school. Factories, banks, warehouses, 
docks , ships, bakeries, fire stations, rivers, and the 
like are available to the teachers as instructional 
laboratories. n 
2 . The Importance of Using 
the Community 
An educational trip is the most real and the most 
concrete of the visual techniques, as -vvell as the most 
2/ 
accessible and often the least expensive. Lester Sands 
states: 
Portland, Oregon, Public Schools, The Community - Our 
Classroom, Department of Instruction ~aterials, Port land 
Public Schools, Portland, Oregon, January 1950 7 p .IV. 
Lester B. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching, 
The onald Press Company, New York , 195o, p .50. 
npatently, a comr.mnity embodies a wealth of 
educational resour ces that can enliven the learning 
process and make it incomparably more effective. 
Teachers who insist on a fusion betv1een the subjects 
taught in the school and the life lived outside it 
are, more often that not, conspicuously effective 
teachers, and the fundamental reason is that they are 
using the wisdom of the whole community to supplement 
their ovm. tt 
1/ 
In agreement \rlth Sands are Osborne and Harper 
11 
who declare : 
nF'or a long time, teachers and other community 
worker s have been trying to help boys and girls to 
better understand their own con~unities. We believe 
that if boys and girls in upper elementary and junior 
high school can gain a real understanding of their 
community, feeli ngs of appreciation and responsibility 
vri. ll follo·w·. Boys and girls who learn to carry out 
projects in their ovm communities today "'rill be t he 
leaders we need on the local, national, and vrorld 
community levels tomorrow." 
School excursions have long been recognized among 
educators as a highly desireable device for pupil learning . y 
This is stated in Excursion Tec hniques. 
y 
Yl The excursion is a tool of high value in the 
educational program. It must be used appropriately 
and with care if it is to contribute effectively to 
the purposes undertaken. Every trip should be 
motivated by an objective-historical, civic, scient-
ific, social , or cultural . " 
Ernest Osborne and Frances Harper, Teacher's Guide to 
Exploring Your Con1munity, Science Research Associates , 
Inc. , Chicago, 1954, pp.2-3 . 
Philadelphia Public Schools , Excursion Techniques, 
Curriculum Office of the Philadelphia Public Schools, 
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, September 1950, p.l. 
y' 
12 
Jvrcrrair and others strenghten this contention vvhen 
they say: 
tt increasing numbers of teachers are discovering 
that children learn best from firstr~nd experiences. 
They may read about steam shovels and ships, but they 
really never learn to the best advantage until they 
see these machines in action. Then the reading takes 
on new meaning for them. Problems in social studies 
become more real when pupils can be taken into the 
community to study the industries and occupations i n 
the surrounding area.n y 
The article , Educat ion for All American Children , 
states: 
"If the staff of any school frankly, deliberately, 
and in a spirit of scientific inquiry seeks out infor-
mation about the community's cultural, ethnic, economic , 
social, religious, natural, and educational resources, 
the community vvill be a better place in which to live." 
ll This is substantiated in a University of ~linnesota 
report : 
ur#hen the con~unity becomes a laboratory for the 
children to explore, they learn through direct exper-
ien ce that the corr~unity is dependent upon the 
Carlton B. 1-~cNair , and others, Field Trips, .Ivateria ls 
of Instruction Committee of the National Aviation 
Education Council, \lfashington, D. C., March 1956 , p.l. 
Educational Policies Commission and American Association 
of School Administrators, Education for All Ameri can 
CHildren, National Education Association of the United 
States, Washington, D.C., 1948, p. 241. 
University of Minnesota, Using Community Resources, 
I l lustrative Experience Units for Grade One t o Six, 
Number Six of the Series on Individualization of I ns-
truction , University of l'J innesota Press, 1948, p .l. 
individuals il'lithin that corrnnunity; they gradually 
develop a direct, personal interest in the welfare 
13 
of the con~unity and in community enterprises; they 
see the communit.y as a working whole and learn to 
appreciate the efforts of the comn1unity to meet human 
needs; they gain a better understanding of their place 
in the community and their responsibilities and ind-
ividuals to the cornmunity. Through these contacts 
they see hmv cooperation is practiced more or less 
effectively in everyday living in a democracy. u 
11 McKown and Roberts invite the use of educational trips 
as a stimulant of interest: 
y 
nThe school trip is educationally profitable ...... 
The pupil•s interest in the work of the world, as 
represented by its literature, history, science, art, 
music, events, personages , and activities, is stimulated 
and consequently the extent of his knowledge and 
anprecia tions is increased~ With this comes an increas-
ed-ability to discuss, explain , talk about, and write 
about - all of which represent functional educational 
settings and media. He learns to observe more closely , 
to understand relationships and impl ications, and to 
discriminate and appraise in terms of relative importance; 
in short, he learns to think more clearly about these 
various items and their social significances. Further 
his range of interests is broadened and his standards 
of leisure are raised in quality because of these trip 
experie nee s. tt 
They go on to say: 
H~fuen the pupil in a purposeful and definitely 
planned trip visits a fire department, court or c e:uncil 
in session, post office, charitable institution, 
indu.strial or commercial establishment, famous memorial 
Harry C. McKo~m and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids 
to Instruction, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York , 
1940, pp.l87-18$. 
y 
natural wonder, or scenic beauty, he gets information 
that is more or less complete, accurate because it is 
correlated 1r.Tith some idea or relationship that is _ 
being presented in his schoolvmrk, and vital because 
it is direct and firsthand. Even in trips to more 
distant points he is really becoming acquainted with 
14 
his own com..rnunity because these represent things vrhich 
his mm co1mnunity might or might not profitably have, 
and also the relationships of these to the instructions, 
individuals, events, and activities of his ovm community. 
The importance of these trips becomes all the more 
evident when it is realized, as had been suggested 
before , that man's modern life is far more complex 
than it \'V-as -...~hen the community was L-::trgely independent 
and self-sustaining.u 
11 Sands observes: 
nchildren have an intense interest in what is 
novel and an expansive curiosity about hmnan and 
animal life. ·wnen they are taken to a museum they 
should be expected to complete their assignments 
first , and then they should be given time to revel 
in investigation. They swarm over the place. The 
eye of one is caught by a colored picture in a 
tapestry; another comments on the shape of a Chinese 
vase ; some like the dinosaur skeletons; all of them 
are fascinated by obsolete weapons and historical 
dioramas. They are inclined to bypass such tame 
displays as the flowers in the arboretum, but they 
stand transfixed before the Eskimo village, the 
habitat of a primitive tribe , or the African veldt 
and its lions slinking through the tall grasses . 
No one who observes these children could doubt the 
educational worth of the' tour . u 
Lester B. Sands , Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching, 
The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1956, p.53 . 
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3. Criteria 
Regarding the objectives of an educational trip, Bye !I 
observes: 
"The basic objective of the field trip is to 
provide experience. Associated with this primary 
objective - in some cases contributing to it - are 
a number of others, such as 1earning about community 
processes and structure, practicing cooperative 
behavior , improving pupil-teacher relationships, 
developing social consciousness, and the like." y . 
Phyllis Edwards is actually setting forth criteria 
v-1hen she asks: 
y 
ncan you say 'yes' to most of these questions? 
l. Does it provide first hand information on a 
subject being studied? 
2. Will experience be meaningful to age groups 
concerned? 
3. Will trips stimulate further study and 
research on the topic? 
4. Will it enhance pupil's knowledge of community 
life? 
5. Will the information received be related 
directly to work in the classroom? 
Edgar C. Bye, "HoN to Conduct a Field 'rripn , Hovl To Do 
It Series, National Council For the Social Studies , 
National Education Association, ~\lashington , D. c., 1952 , 
Vol. 12, p .2. 
Phyllis o. Edwards, nT:te School Study Trip", American 
Childhood, September 1954, p.l3. 
The debit side (maybe a teacher should forego 
the trip if there are too many barriers) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Will it be too time consuming? 
Will adverse weather conditions affect the 
trip? 
Does it requir e a detailed or cumbersome 
plan of operation? 
Will there be convenient and safe trans-
portation if proposed trip is beyond walking 
distance? 
Will trip involve undue expense for individ-
uals and for the school district~' 
16 
y 
Olsen sets forth the standards of a sound educational 
trip in the following: 
nToday a school trip is recognized as an education-
al technique of great importance when it is used with 
c.are, discrimination and intelligent foresight. Hov.rever, 
only those trips from ''lhich the total learning values 
are superior to those achieved in other instructional 
procedures are justified. Some of the learnings 
significant to school trips are: 
1. Gives opportunity for personal experiences. 
2. IvE.kes provision for sensory perceptions 
3. Deepens insight into familiar phenomena 
4. Utilizes natural curiosity 
Edward G. Olsen, School and Community Pro~rams, 
Prentice-Hall Company, New York, 1949, p . 3. 
5. Arouses interest in new areas of thought 
6 .. Gives opportunity for joint planning, 
executing and evaluation between teacher 
and pupils 
7. Builds character by establishing practical 
need for courtesy, patience, sportsmanship, 
cooperativeness, etc •• • '• 
4. Administrative Responsibilities. 
The adrninistrator must guide the development of an 
17 
educa tional resources program and direct its use toward 
1/ 
enriching the curriculum. Sands - says: 
1/ 
nlf there is organi z ed information of · a community's 
resources, teachers v.J"ill be enc ouraged to r.1ake more 
eA'tensi ve use of them. The s chool admin~_ stration can 
simplify expeditions by making; general arrangements 
wit h the managers and personnel of local institution s 
and publishing the results in a booklet .n y 
Walter -~'litt ich s tates: 
n Frequently the key to making community study a 
going part of ·the local classroom activity is in the 
hands of the administrator. Teachers, not sure of the 
administra tor's reaction to the proposal that the 
class room walls be extended to include the community, 
often avoid community study opportunities¥n 
Le ster B. 0ands, Audio-Visual f rocedures in Teaching, 
The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1956, p~67 .. 
Walter Arno vJittich and Charles F . Schuller, Audio-
Visual Materials, Harper and Brothers, Ne\"i York, 
1953, p .. 239 .. 
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11 The Board of Education of Madison, ~Visconsin saw 
fit to encourage educational trips in its schools by adopting 
t he follov1ing resolution: 
ttrn order to provide the most effective teaching 
environment , field trips and excursions outside the 
classrooms and school buildings and grounds, under the 
supervision of members of the school staff are 
considered by the Board of Education as an extension 
of the classroom and an integral part of the educational 
program.n 
5. Resource Visitors 
The human resources of a cormnunity can be used to 
great advantage in any school. The specific outcomes in 
better learning deriving from the use of human resources 
will of course depend upon the types of experiences 
involved and the ~ay each situation is handled. The term y 
nResource Visitorstt is defined by Olsen as: 
y 
"People who can demonstrate special accomplishments 
or narticular abilities which are of interest and 
value to public school pupils, and who are also both 
able and willing to display , di s cuss i or otherwise 
present their attainments before a student group. 
Resource visitors are generally utilized for serious 
educational purposes, rather than for mere entertainment.n 
~~dison Public Schools, Bulletin 89, lf~dison Public 
Schools, lVIadison, Wisconsin, June 9, 1943 .. 
Ed~mrd G. Olsen, School and Community, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc ., New York, 1945, p.l28. 
19 
Speaking of the community as the classroom, Wittich 
11 
and Schuller say: 
ncommunity study describes learning situations 
through \vhich learners come into their first contact 
with and their awareness of their irMaediate environ-
ment. It usually calls for planned visits in the 
cormnunity, or it may involve bringing to the class-
room models, specimens, or people representing com-
mu_rli ty it self in activity. ThroLlgh community study , 
the commiulity itself becomes the classroom. The 
11 w-;a lls of the schooln expand . Pupils learn by doing, 
by questioning and observing.n 
The desirability of using human resources is discussed 
in the Wa shington State Instructional Service Bulletin,~ 
which states: 
y 
nEvery community should be canvassed to determine 
what persons here should be asked to share their 
experiences w-ith the children in the classroom. A 
chl ldhood spent in Norway, Italy, Greece or e lsev.rere 
should produce an adult whose reminiscences vmuld no·t 
only interest children but increase their understanding 
of how others live. Early pioneers can m1fold for 
them the stories of their adventures. A farmer can 
explain why and how he fertilizes the soil, rotates 
crops, cares for seeds and does the many other kinds 
of work necessary to the production of food. The 
dai~Jman, the grocer, the butcher; all can give greater 
meaning to their respective tasks.n 
Walter Arno Wittich and Charles F. SchullerJ_ Audio-
Visual ~~terials, Harper and Brothers, New rork, 
1953, p.233. 
Washington State Instructional Service, Bulletin Number 
15, Temporary Guide for the Elementary School Curriculum, 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Olympia, 
Washington, 1944, p .. 9. 
6.. Conclusion 
The literature reviewed in this study points out the 
following: 
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1. The com.11unity in "Vlhich a school is located posesses 
many valuable opportunities for learning from first-
hand experiences. 
2. The basic objective of the educational journey is 
to provide first-hand experiences v1hich serve to 
make learning more meaningful. 
3. The school should investigate systematically the 
resources of the local community as part of the 
organized school curriculum. 
4. Such experiences serve as a bridge between the 
school and the community. 
The writer feels that the literature bears out that 
through the use of educational trips and resom;ce persons 
of the community, the child will be better able to understand 
his community and see his relationship to it. This first-
hand information t"lill help the pupil to become a better 
member of his community. 
CHAPTER III 
SURVEY PROCEDURES 
The scope of this study is limited to educational 
trips and r esource visitors available to the teaching staff 
of the Centra l School in the rural community of Colchester, 
Connecticut. 
To tap the resources of this area, a program was 
initiated to locate persons and places that would make a 
contribution to the school curriculum. The information 
obtained was catalogued in such a \vay that it may be 
easily accessible to all teachers. 
A co~nittee, consisting of two teachers and the principal, 
was formed to develop an adequate questionnaire, establish 
contact with the resources and determine proper grade place-
ment of each selected resource. 
Developing the Quest ionnaire . -- Through research, the 
writer sought to determine current practices relating to 
educational trips and resource visitors. Several question-
naires were obtained which served as guides in the construction 
- 21 -
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of the questionnaires developed for use in this survey. 
Copies of the questionnaire construct ed by the cormnittee 
were distributed among the teachers of Central School for 
examination and a dditions. Upon their approval, copies of 
1/ 
the Educational Trip Questionnaire - were distributed to 
local businessmen and mailed to establishments out side of 
Colchester. y 
The Resource Visitor Questionnaire, constructed by the 
committee was also distributed among the teachers for 
examination . Upon approval , this qJlstionnaire and its 
accompanying letter of explanation were distributed to 
the oldest student of each family. By this means, approxi-
mately two hundred families were contacted. 
y 
Compilation of I nitial List of Available Resources - --
1. Each teacher of the Colchester Central School l'Jas 
requested to list educational trips of value taken 
during the past three years, potential educational 
trips, and names of resource visitors who had 
visited classrooms to sl~re experiences or knowledgee 
A copy of the Educat ional Trip Questionnaire is included 
in the appendix. 
A copy of the Resource Visiter Questionnaire is included 
in the a 2)pendix . 
A copy of the letter accompanying each Resource Visitor 
Questionnaire is included in the appendix. 
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It vias learned that few educational trips had been 
taken during that period and, during the current 
school year ; only tv-To classrooms had particip:t ted 
in an educational trip . The information received 
a lso disc l osed that no resource visitor had visited 
any classroom. 
2 . The v.i!'iter personally contacted the f ive principals 
of schools located in the district and requested 
information relative to community resources and 
educational trips that were being conducted from 
their respective school s. One principal forwarded 
a list of educational trips "~Arhile the others did 
not possess such inf ormation . 
3 . Announc ements were made at Parent-Teacher Association 
meetings and s ervice clubs , informing the community 
of the nature of the survey under 't'm.y and inviting 
participation and cooperat ion . 
4. Newspapers distributed in the Colchester Area were 
searched for potential resources . 
5. The classified telephone directories 1vere used f or 
possible leads. 
Tabulation and Selection. - - The tabulation of the 
responses vm. s undertaken by the three members of the 
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educational trip committee. 
Approximately fifty-five percent of the Educational Trip 
Questionnaires and ten percent of the Resource Visitor 
Questionnaires 'l.'rere returned~ Some returns were eliminated 
because of duplication , safety factors, or because they did 
not meet the established criteria for a profitable education-
al trip. 
Three additional Central School teachers joined the 
conLmittee to deterraine the grade level and subject area 
sui tab le to each selected trip and resource· visitor. 
Classification and Grading. -- The committee realized 
it is an error to assume that any given cow~unity resource 
has educational relevance to only one grade. It is true 
that all grades, from elementary school through college, can 
profit from different aspects of a visit to the same activity. 
Yet, it was felt prudent to place the resources in the 
following categories: primary, intermediate and junior-high . 
The \vriter then proceeded furtper by indicating on each 
resource the recommended grades at which the particular 
educational trip or resource visitor might best be utilized. 
The co:ciinittee deemed this procedure advisable as a means of 
eliminating repetion of a given resource during successive 
years. 
CHAPTER IV 
SURVEY DATA 
Key to Research 
Listed below are the various subjects for the primary, 
intermediate and junior high grades . Page numbers of the 
re lated r esources follow each subject . 
S~ggested educational trips and suggested resource 
visitors are grouped separately8 Each group is arranged 
alphabetically according to tit l e or name of the resource. 
Arithmetic : 
29, 34, 38, 
Art: 
56 
Health and Safety: 
31, 55, 63, 80 , 81 
Language Arts: 
37, 66 
Primary 
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Science: 
30, 40 
Social Studies: 
29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, L~o, 45, 53, 55, 56, 57, 
66 
Intermediate 
Arithmetic: 
34, 73 
Art: 
86, 87 
Health and Safety: 
41, 63, 70, 80 , 81, 82 
language Arts: 
42, 62, 66 , 68, 77, 84, 90 
Science: 
42, 44, 49, 54, 65, 74, 78 , 79, 
Social Studies: 
34, 36, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 54, 58, 60, 66, 
68, 71, 75, 80, 83, 90 
Junior High 
Arithmetic: 
28, 29; 38, 43, 73 
Art: 
76, 86, 87, 90 
Health and Safety: 
65, 66, 67, 70, 80, 81, 82, 88 
Language Arts: 
32, 37, 42, 44, 61, 62, 66, 67, 68) 77, 84 
Science: 
30, 31, 42, 44, 49, 65, 72, 74, 76, 78, 79 
Social Studies: 
27 
28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 38, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 50, 
51 , 52, 53, 59, 60, 61, 64, 66, 68, 69, 70, 71, 75, 80 , 
83' 84' 90 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
.Grade Level: , -"-7·< 
Name of Place: ARBOR ACRES FARM --''-"~--------.....--- - -- ----
Address: Glastonbury, Connecticut 
·--------
Person to Contact: l'f.Ir. Henry \ eber . Phone: Med-3-9426 
--
. . ' · 
Sub,,ject Area; . Poultry Breeding - SOCIAL -ST._U~S, . ARIT HriE TIC 
Sif,e of Group: . -~9~E-' ..;..G..;;;L;,;;.;A;.::S.,;;:.S_...:._ ______ _ 
Vlhat may be seen: _ Hatchint:; . of chicks, prepaPing poultry for ma rket . 
Each Ivionday and Thursday, 16,000 chicks are 
hatched. As the nature of the i-'rork is somei-vhat 
technical, involving raising, ki lling , cleaning , 
dressing , freezing and shi~)ping of poultry, the 
trip is best suited f or upper grades students. 
A large lawn neighb or s the farm where pupils 
may eat their lunch. 
Time ?-equired to Travel to Distinat:Lon: 25 mii.ln.w)l.i.£t~euo~~-o------·-----­
Time Required for Tour: 2 h~o~u~r~s~-----------------
Nature of Guide Service: 
Visiting Days . arid Hour~; 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
. ( 
Guide -or g;uides provided. 
Monda-z and Thursd_§z _  · ------------ -
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Films: Chicks that Flew the Ocean 
Poultry on the Farm 
----------------------~--~-----------
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level; 2 
----
Name of Place: _ A_L_P_§_RT t S STOR:~E=---
~----N_orwich Av~~.L Col~c.he_ster, Con;;;.n;..;;•;.__ ----------
Person to Contact: ¥~ . Hyman Alnert Phone: 7-2508 
Subject Area: 
Size of Group: 
h~t may be seen: 
SOCIAL STUDIES, ARITHMET~C­
One class 
This grocery store is an ideal trip for the 
lower grades. I~. Alpert is patient and 
understanding; he makes every step a real 
experience - from the placing of merchandise 
on the shelves to entering the walk-in 
refrigerator, the wrapping and bagging of 
groceries, and the final ringing of the cash 
register and making of change. 
Time Re quired to Trav~l to Distination: 10 minutes 
------- -----------------------
Time Required for Tour: 30 minutes 
Nature of Guide S~rvice: IVIr._l ,;,;;;l~p...;;;e.;;;.r...;;t;__ __ --------------
Visiting Days and Hou~: Ivionday through Frid~_y_- 9:QQ a.m. to 3 :QJL:Q..m. 
Related Au~io-Visual Aids: 
. ·----- - ----
·--- _______ .. ___________  _ 
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SUGGE.STED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 and 7 
Name of Place: Cl-lTLDH.EN' S MU SEUM 
609. , Far~ington Avenu~-' Ha~tf9~d, Conn_. ____ ___ _ 
Person to Contact: IV.li. ss Edith Dmmey Phone: 
....,.._ . . 
Sub i e.ct Area: 
Size - of Grou-p: 
Hhat ma'y be seen: 
Cultural - SCIENeE , SOCIAL STUDIES 
·-- -......-
35 to 50 
----
Special exhibits and pro g rams are held at the 
Mrn eum shovving l'o lklore of our own and other 
countries. 
Permanent exhibits include diorama of h istory, 
bird lif e and nature. 
Time Re<:uired to Tr~y~l ~o Distination: _.22_1!1i_n_u;;..;t:...:e:...:s:::..._ _ _ 
Time Required for Tour: one_ hour,____.... __________ _ 
Nature of · :}uide SE;:!rvice: _frof essiona l guid1:gg_ service. 
Visiting Days and Hou~: lVlonday _through Saturday__ _________________ · _ 
9:00 a . m!'~~:OO~p4m , 
JVIus eum whg_~d ll_corre.l _at e f,ilms a ru:Lgl.li.di.ug 
~Qp;ics _with schQ.ol sub~.s._ 
---·- -
- .. ·--- - ·--~---·- -·------ --
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grad-e Leve 1: 2 
----
Name of Place: COLC}ill STER BAKERY 
---- ---
Address: Lebanon Avenue~~ Gol?he~~er, Conn ___ • __ _ 
Person to Contact: IvJr. Walter Gadle Phone: LE-7-2415 
--
Subject Area: 
Size of Group: 
Hhat may be seen: 
HEALTH, SOCIAL STUDIES 
Not over 30 
Recently remodeled, this- bakery is spotlessly 
clean. Pupils will see fairly n l a rgen ovens 
which bake three hundred loaves a: bread at 
one time and dozens of rolls and pastry. 
Time Reouired to Trayel tp Distination: 5 minut.es 
Time Required for Tour: _______ _ 3""0~ minutes 
Nature of J uide Service: The manager will guide the tour. 
Visiting Days and Hours: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Monday through Frid§.:l_ --·-
9:00a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
------
Films: __ T_l:le Bakel'7__ ___ -------
Bread 
The VJheat Farmer 
___ _ .. ___ --~---_____ .;_ ___ _ 
_f_iJmstrips: Easting the_ Ri gpt Kinds of Foods 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 5 and 8 
Name of Place: __QQ~CHESTER CITIZEN NE\''SP11f.~E;ft __ 
Address: ~eep Ri ver , GonnL ··- --- - ___ ---- -------
Person to Contact: V~ . David E. Smith , Editor Phone: 
Sub,ject Area: SOCIAL STUDIE S, ENGLISH 
Size of Group: 30 
-.-- .... .. 
hlhat may be seen: The Citizen , a v.reekly nev1spaper , goes to press 
each Thursday morni ng . On th is day students 
may observe the pa pers coming off t he press . 
The operation of a pri nting press will- be 
expl ained . The eiitor will foll mv through 
the activities necessary to publish a ne1.vspaper . 
Ever yday except Thursday , sm:tlle r presse s are 
used to print programs , advert i zing , and othe r 
print i ng jobs . 
Time Re0,uired to Travel to Distina tion: __lQ __ m.in~u~t~e~s ______ _ 
Time Required for Tour: 
---------- --~on~~ hou~r~----------------~ 
Nature of :·}uide S~rvice: -~he edit or vvill _guide the t our. 
Visiting Days and Ho~: Monday through Fr :i_(i_rur ____ __ _ 
9 :00 a .m. th rough,J.:OO p . m. 
Related Audio~Visual Aids: 
---- ----- --
- - --·--- ------ ·- --
·- ·---·--- -
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 2 
----
Name of Place: COLCHESTER FIRE HOUSE 
----- --~ 
Address: 
----
______ c_o_lchester~ Conn. 
Person to Contact: Mr . Harold Bro~m Phone: ~~4~9~4~---
Sub,iect P.re~: SOCIAL S'l'UDIE S 
------
Size of Group: one classroom 
Hlmt may be seen: Operation of the fire engine, apparel of firemen. 
The fire engine will be driven and the ladder 
extended.. The routine of the volunteer firemen 
~dll also be explained. 
Time Required for Tour: _____ ·--=-3-'-0 . min~.:;;;.t..;;.e=s ___ _ 
Nature of :.l-ui de Service: Fire Chief 
lY onday _through Frig_gy -----· 
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 P.!lr!.!-_ . ____ ___ _ 
rlelated ~diQ~Visual Aids: 
Film: The Fireman 
______ . ____ F;::..l-.· :remen __ 
Fireme_n at J'fur_k_ _ _____ _ 
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 1 and 5 
Name of Place: COLCHSSTER POST O? FICE 
Address: I~in Street , Colchester , Conn. 
·----- ·-·--- ---
Person to Contact: ~~ . John Shea , Postma ster Phone: LE-7-2308 
- -
Subject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES , ARITHMETI~ , GEOGRAPHY 
Size of Group: _2Q.J __ m_. a_JO._ ·m_um __________ _ 
What may be seen: The group li'l'ill see the fo l low·ing activities ; 
handling of first class nail and other classes 
{newspapers , circulars and advertising, parcel 
post , etc • • • } carriers prepar ing for delivery 
t o R. F . D. 's an:l. preparation of mail sacks 
destined to places near and far . 
Time Re quired to Tray_el to Di stimtion: 5 mi:.;lln.:Qut~· ""'"e ..:::::s _________ _ 
Time Required for Tour: _ 30 ro.inut~e::..s=----------
Nature of J uide Service: Postmast er will guide t he t ow 
Visiting Days and Hou~: Monday through Friday __ _ 
----------
9:00 a.m . to 3 : 00 p . m. 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Films : Lett er to Grand~other 
-------
The IVailman 
---- ---
Fi],.mst~=i=p=s..;..: _L~et ' s Make a Post Office --·- -
---=P;...;o::..:st Office_ ~'lo __ r_.k=e'-"1'-'~ s:;._. ____ _ 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 8 
----
Name of Place: CONNECTICUT STA'rE CAPITOL 
Address: 
____ --.;;}!art ford, C9E!l:L_. --------- --
Person to Contact: Representative Ruby Cohen Phone: LE-7-2990 
- -
Sub,ject Area: HISTORY, CIVICS 
Size of Group: __15_, . .. :::ma=x=i:o:m:.:::um=-----------
What may be seen: Preferably, this trip should be taken vihen the 
legislature is in session. A guid e will take 
the group through the capitol building, into 
the rooms used by the Suprerre Court, the 
Governor and the Legislature. 
Lunch may be eaten at the Ca pitol. 
Time ?-equired to Travel to Distination: 40 minutes 
--------""2"---to 3 hours Time Required for Tour: 
Nature of Guide Service: ~uide provided ______________ ________ _ 
Visiting Days and Hours: Arran~ement s ~dll..be_made 'Qy Repr_e_rum:tati ve 
___ _.C...,o.....,b~ :when the_ Legislature is in session. 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
__ __.._'""ilms_ :._ Comm:uni:t y: Gove rnm .... en ....t.I.4.Ws'------
Qo;agres_s_. ______ . _ 
_ _ __ ·--~T~hi,W.e. Nation' s Ca pj t ol 
_ __ __EiJ.m.strj ps: LocaJ Government 
The Congress 
State Government 
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Leve 1: 4 --:., __ _ 
Name of Place: GON'lJNENTAL BAKING PO~WAN~ ---- --
Address: 521 Connecticut Boulevard, East Hart ford 
--- .. ___,__ ._. __ _ 
Person to Contact: Ivir . Fred K ulo\'r Phone: JA-8-4181 
- · -----·------------------------ ~-- -----
Subject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES 
-----
Size of Group: --~qO naximum , divided into groups of 15 
}:Jhat may be seen: This plant uses modern machinery to bake bread. 
The mixers handle up t o one thousand pounds of 
dough. Bread is discharged from the oven onto 
a cooling conveyor vfhich in turn discha r ge s at 
the ·wrapping machine. The fermentation of the 
dough is controlled in a room kept at constant 
temperature and humidity and the oven is 
automatically controlled to insure a uniform 
product . 
Time Re ~uired to Tr~Y-~1 to Distination: ~--m-in.u~t~e~s~-----
Time Required for Tour: 50 minutes 
--
Nature of Guide S~rvice: Guides furnished. 
---------------------
Visiting Days and Hou~: Monday and Friday 
from 2:00 p . m. t o 5:00 p . m. 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Cour ~~.-~f.~udL_ for grade lev_e..,...l_s_. _ _ ___ _ 
Films: BreadL-no. 3l~, Encyclopaedia Britannic< 
___ . Build S:l;;rong ~BodiE;Ls, Uni v. of ___ Qonn. 
Filmstrips: Easting the Ri ght Kind of Foods 
Wheat 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 and 7 
Name of Place: __QB.AGI N MEMORIAL LI.B_R_ARY_ ____ _  
Address: __________ Colfhester, Conn. , ________ _ 
- - --- -- ...,. __ 
~rson to Contact: ~Mr~s.!.•-.:::E.!.•.....:.;H~o=lm~e.ws _______ _ Phone: ~-7-2777 
Subject Area: LANGUAGE AR'l'S, SOCI AL STUDI ES 
Size of Group: One class 
\rlha.t may be seen: This trip can be very flexible as the librar ian 
will present the facilities of the library i n 
such a way as will f it the needs of t he gruup. 
She is prepared to tell or read stories to t he 
pupils. 
The librarian t'Vill explain the cataloguing of 
books and their arrangement in the stacks. 
She Nill initiate the older children t o the 
Dewey system of classification. 
Time Required to ~r~y~l tp Distination: 10 mi_n_u_t_e_s_. _________________ _ 
Time Required for Tour: 30 minu __ t e_s ______________ __ 
Nature of Guide Service: 
Visiting Dars. ,and Hours: 
Librarian in charge. 
Monday through :t:ri~--- ---- - ---
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m ~ 
----
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Filmst:ip~_:_ Th~ Book __ _ 
The_ Car~Catalogue 
----------
The Dictionary 
---- --.. ·---- ----
The Encyclo:pedia 
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 and 8 
Name of Place: FIRST NATI ONAL BANK OF IV1ANCHESTEt"1 
Address: ____ :rv_a_in Street, Col~_Ees~e~1 ___ Conn •. __ 
Person to Contact: Il/tt'. Harold Field, l-n nager Phone: LE-7-2335 
- ·· 
----
Subject Area: ARITH~ffiTIC, SOCIAL STUDI~S ___ 
Size of Group: ____ 2.9_ to:~2~5 __________________ _ 
What may be seen: Before starting the tour, the class viill hear 
a ten minute talk describing the act i vities of 
a bank. 
The group will observe tellers at work and vvill 
notice the importance of arithmetic in t he 
routines of banking . 
The Ei ghth grade ltfill be shol'm the v-my i n which 
the bank handles savings accounts, c heck ing 
accounts and the activities related to the 
granting of a loan for the purpose of building 
T homes. D' . . Time ?-equired to rav._~_o 1stJ.na t1on: 1.0 _.m ..... i..,n"""ut~e~s=----------
Time Required for Tour: 30 to 40 minutes 
Nature of :J.uide Service: The manager v.lill guide the to~ur~·----
Visiting Days and H~..!!£.e: MOND~Y through FR~DAY ____ _ 
10:00 a.m. to 2:30 P.m. 
-------
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
----- -· ---- -- ---
---- -----··---~-
--- -·····----- ----- -- ~------- -
·- - --------.---------
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SUGGES'rED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 2 
----
Name of Place: FIRST NATIONAL STORE 
- ·-- --
~~in Street, ~olchester 
----.,..-...- ··· --- ··- ·--·-- -- --- ··- -----
Person to Contact: ~tr . Louis ~azzola, Y@nager Phone: 
-----
Subiect Area: SOCIAL STUDIES 
---· --
Size of Group: One class --··· - · -- --~.;;.;=..;:__ ____________ _ 
~~t may be seen~ The group will be taken to the stockroom where 
trucks deliver the merchandise originatin,cr in 
surrounding co1mties and states. ~ 
The pupils v.dll f ollow stockboys loading the 
shelves and 1rvill be initiated to the general 
routine of a large grocery store. 
Time Re quired to 1:r~_y_el ~.0 Distina tion: 10 minutes 
30 minutes Time Reouired for Tour: ~-----
Nature of :-_~uide Service: The manager wi 1 1 gni de the ~t""'01.4.U~r.=..----
___ lii_'Io_z:.day t hrough Friday _  _ 
·--------- -
___ 9_:_09-~~~o 3:00 p.m. 
Related Au~iio:-Visual Aids: 
--· - -- - - ---- -- ---
---··--- -----·-----
--- -.. - --- ·--~--·- ------------ -
_ .. ___ _ ·---
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 
Name of Place: FOREST PARK ZOO 
________ Springfield, ~ass. 
··- ·--·-· -- ----- --·------
Person to Contact: Mr . G. R. Gusil Phone: 
- ·· 
Sub.ject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES , SCI~NCE 
- --· -- -
Size of Group: ----~~Y- size 
What may be seen: In this moderate size zoo, animals are kept 
in places similar to their natural habitat. 
As no guide i s furnished, the teacher mus t 
plan particularly well in regard to super-
vision and itinerary. 
Time !teC!uired to TraY-_~1 to Distination: 90 minutes 
---- ----------------------
Ti.me Required for Tour: unlimited 
Nature of Guide Service: No guide provided. 
Visiting Days and Hou~: Monda>:: through Sunday ___ __________  _ 
11:00 a.m. to 5:00y.m. 
--·---
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Films: The Zoo 
Filmst r1.-=-· pJ;;..s~: __;T:..:h:.;.::e__ Chi lg_en_s .!.....:::Z~o~o:.__ __ ··-- -
Jerry_Giraff~e~--------------
• 
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 5 and 8 
Fitchville, Conn. 
------.- - ------ ---
Person to Contact: l\IIr . I'4arty Gilman Phone: TU-7-4945 
~4 - 4 
Sub,iect Area: SAFETY, SOCIAL ST UDIES 
---
Size of Group: One class 
-··· ~ - ·- ·-----·---------
What may be seen: This factory produces athletic e quipment for 
schools and playgrounds. During the tour of 
the plant the guide emphasizes t he saf ety 
factor in the proper use of e quipment. 
The students will see the production of 
te an bags, water safety equipment, gymna sium 
mats, bases for ball diamond s, and football 
e quipment. 
Time Reauired to Tr~Y-~1 to Distination: 15 minutes 
Time Required for Tour: 1 hour 
Natur·e of :'}uide Service: Guide Drovided. 
Yi,&ting Days and Hour£: Monday through Frid~L._ --·--·------- ·--
9:00 a.m. through 5,:__00 E•m• 
Related Au~io~Visual Aids: 
-----. .. - ---· 
---· .. ----·--· ------ ---.-
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 6 and 8 
Name of Place: THE!_ _ HARTFORD _COURAN't_ ___ - ---- -- -- -
____ 285 Broadway, Hartfo~-~-L-~onn. 
~:r-son to Conta.ot: _T_h_e_..;..;E~d_i..;.t_;;.o...;.r _________ _ Phone: CH-9-6411 
Subiect Area: 
Size of Group: 
L~t may be seen: 
LANGUAGE ARTS, SC~ENCE , SOC~~STUDIES 
One class 
The students will be gPided t hrough all the 
newspaper's departments- photographic, edi torial, 
engraving ; composing , stereotype, press, and 
shipping . They will see various news gathering 
and publishing devices and machines. T~ey vdll 
also be taken into the city room and vmtch 
editors and reporters at their work. 
Time ~equired to Tra~~l to Distina tion: -12_min_u_t~e~s~--------
Time Required for Tour: 90 minutes 
Nature of :}uide Service: ____9uides provided -------
Visiting Days and Hou~: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Monday_ through Fri<!§y --·--· 
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
----·-·--
-------
Film~ _; __ ]'r ewspa~r St o_r_..y,____ 
Story that couldn't Be Printed 
Filmstrips: Story of Communication 
Hovl vve Get Our Paper 
- -·---- - --- - -~--- -------
Getting the World~s News. 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: g 
----
Name of Place: HARTFORD ~TIONAL BANK 
--~-----
Address: . 704 Ivain Street, Hartford, Conn. 
--- -,..--~· ·~-------
Person to Contact: The Manager Phone: CH-9- 6481 
Sub:iect Area: ARITH~ETI~. SOCIAL STUDIE_· _s ____ ___ 
Size of Group: One class 
-- .. -··- ~-----·---------
What may be seen: On a visit to the bank, students vdll see the 
various departments in action, including the 
currency and silver vaults. They will watch 
coin and currency sorting, currency cancel-
lation, checks clearing and preceeding s 
involcing United States Bonds and Government 
Negotiable Securities. 
Time Required to Travel to Distination: ==- .:..~:;;.:;;;.;:;..;:;...o;;._.;;..  .;....._ - ·--·__.,.. 30 minutes 
Time Required for Tour: two hours 
Nature of :}uide Service: Guide provided 
Visi:ting Days -and HQ,!:!Fs: 1vionday t _hrough Friday 
--·-·----
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 P·~----· 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Films : __ _J3_?Jlks and Cred~i.;...;;t'--_ 
Filmstrips: Tnt erest, Part T and II 
_ ___,__ .. ~---· ------
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
.. ·~~ .. - . Grade Leve 1: 6 and 8 
Name of Place: __1'_!i_E HART F.QBD TIMES 
Address: Prospect Stree~~rt.f..9Td, Con=n,__._. ---- ---
Person to Contact: 
- · 
IVIr. John Cleary Phone: CH-9-8211 
Subject Area: LANG~GE ART~ SOCIAL STyn~, SCIENCE 
Size of Group: ___ Qn.e"'"_...c .. l ... a ...,s~s..._ _______ _ 
\tJha.t may be seen: The class may see the library and reference 
departments, the composing room where type 
is set andttrnade uptt into pages, stereotyping 
department, pressroom, ' classified advertizing 
and the business offices. 
Time Re0uired to Travel to Distina tion: 40 minutes 
Time Required for Tour: one to two hours 
Nature of :}uide Service: Guide provided. 
Visiting Days and Ho11~: Monday Through Friday 
--·-·----· 
9:00 a.m. to 3:00, E.!~- --
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
~---
Films: N.e~er .-St.or.y __ _ 
Story of Communications 
---------
Filmstrips: Getting the vorld News 
--~---- · ·---··-·--
Turning Out the Times 
- -- -- -- .. ·-------- ---------
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 and 7 
Name of Place: INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY 
Address: ------~Am;ston, Gonn. 
·-- - ----- ------ - -------
.Person to Contact: Call Office Phone: AC- 8-3328 
Sub.iect Area: HISTORY, SOCIAL 0TUDIES 
---
Size of Groun: .J2!1& _  g_l=.;a;;;.;s::..;s::;.._ _________ _ 
\s~t may be seen: Students will see the process of making silver 
articles for household use. 0uch items as knives, 
trays, dishes are stamped f rom sheets of silver. 
The pupils will wat ch theses articles being 
t rimmed, polished, inspected and packed for 
shi;;ping. 
Time ?e0uired to Tray~l ~o Distina tion: ~min_u~t~e~s _______ _ 
Time Required for Tour: 
Nature of :}uide Service: 
Visiting Days and Ho:u~: 
one hour ~------------------
-----------~g~uide pr ovided. 
JYionday __ through Fri~.§Y ----- ---------- --· 
__§_;JO a._m. _  to 3:30 ,P..::.•:.::m~·--
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
----- ---------
------- ---- -- - --
- ·--------- ------ -· --- ----
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Leve 1·: _.5::_ _ 
Name of :Place: MYSTIC MUSEUM 
Address: _ ___ Iv:!Z_,_!3tic, Conn. 
.. ---·-·-·-· --- ---
Person to Contact: .Mr. Orin E. Dice Phone: 
- ·· 
Sub.i ect Area: HISTORY, SOCIAf. STU"DIES __ 
Size of Group: _ _  75. ______________ _ 
What may be seen: Mystic Seaport is a typical early New England 
seafaring con~unity. This diminutive seaport 
is an authentic replica of a coastal village 
of the mid-nineteenth century. 
Visitors will see the actual conditions under 
which American seamen once lived and worked. 
The cobbled street is lined "\'lith authentic 
shops and lofts •. 
Time Re~uired to Tra~~l ~o Distina tion: 45 minutes 
3 hours Time Required for Tour: 
·---------------------
Nature of :}uide Service: The DeDartment of _Ji;ducation ~tvill provide guides. 
Visiting Days and HoJ-1~: Every Day 
·- - ----------
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
·-~ 
Film: _ Th~~iystic Seaport (This film does 
not treat any particular part of ~~stic 
---------- -- --- - -
Seaport in detail. It. is prepared 
specifically to give children some 
- ··- ---- - - -· 
pictorial and historical background as 
preparation for a visit to the Seapo1~ . 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 6 
------
Name of Place: NEW_ YORK, NEW HAVEN A~_RI\_fl.TFORD RAILIWAD GOivPANY 
Address: Room 101, Railroad Station_.t-I'!~w Haven 6 , Conn. 
·- --
Person to Contact: lVIr. P. s. Jones Phone: 
- ·· 
Sub.ject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES 
·---
Size of Group: maximum 50 (to be split in groups of 25) 
.....-.---- ·- · 
l'lhat may be seen: This is a railroad station tour which includes 
the ticket office, reservation bureau, baggage 
room and, when possible, a trip through a 
streamliner. The equipment of the streamliner 
will be shown and explained, including the coach 
car, sleeping facilities, dining-car and 
observation car. 
Time ~eo,uired to Travel to Distina tion: ~min_u~t~e_s~------
Time Required for Tour: 
Nature of C1uide Service: 
Visiting Days and Hour~: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
50 minutes ~~-----------------
Guide furnished. 
Monday through Frid.§Y ----- ------- -
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 'R.:.;•m;::;:.:_. -~----·-- -
Films: __ D~velop~ent of Transportation 
The Passenge~ Tra=i~n ___ __ 
Passenger · Tr9-ins at Work 
Rai lroads and Our ~ail. 
• 
SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 8 
----
Name of Place: Old -~turbridg~- Village ________ _ 
Address: Sturbridge J lliJa ss. 
··- ·-·-··--- ·----
Person to Contact: 1\ifrs • . lie e Spinney, Direct. or Phone: DI-7-2332 
- ·· of' Scl'ioo l Amniss!ons 
Sub,iect Area: 
Size of Group: 
Aiv.JERICAN HISTORY 
--·--·--
.J:Q_~_<?_. 50 (unites of 8 to 12 with adult l eader i·or each 
un~t) 
l1hat may be seen: 
. Old Sturbridge Village is a replica of a Yankee 
vi llage of the early nineteenth century. I ts 
homes , its stores, its mills, taverns and churches 
are antique buildings v1hich have been moved to 
the village a nd reasembled. The atmosphere of 
125 years ago affords uni que experience to today's 
youngsters. 
Time Reouired to Tray~~o Distina tion: 90 min_u~t~e~s ______ _ 
Time Required for Tour: 3 to 4 hours 
----------------
Nature of :~uide Service: Guides provided --~----~--------------
Visiting Days and Ho]!.:r£! Monday through Satur~ay ___ _ 
·-----·-·--
9:30 to ~- :30 ( Student Rates) ~~~~~-~~-----~~ 
Related AudiQ~Visual Aids: 
Contact the Department of Public Relations • 
·-------- - -
--·- --··--- ~------··-·--
...__. _____ ·--------- ------- -
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Leva 1 ~ .· ·4 and 7 
Name of Place: . PEABODY ~IDSEUM (YILE) 
.........__... ----- -- -- -
Address: "'--"'---- ~v.._lhit-ney Avenue , . New _Ha~~n , Conn _ . ·---- -- --~---
Person to Contact: 
- --
Di rector Phone: ~~ 7-3131 
Sub.i ect Ar$a: SCIENCE , GEDLOGY , HISTORY __ _ 
Size of Group: 25 t o 40 ----- --- ~- . -'--------------
h~t may be ·seen: Exhibits on prehistoric animals , mammals , cultures 
of man , Southern New England , f!ti.nerals, astronomy , 
invertebrates . 
Time Re o.uired to Trav~l ~o Distina tion: one h_o_ur._ _______________ ~--
Time Required for Tour: 2 hour s _________________ _ 
Nature of Guide Service: Gui des provided by Museum 's Educational Division 
Visiting Da;y;s and Hou~: _By appointme nt (1-Tonct,~ thr?_~gh Friday) ___ _ _ 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
9:00 a . m. to 4: 30 E•m• 
Loans mat~~ia ls~re available for classroom 
use as teaching aids a~d in prepa.rat-i on----!2!:. 
~~visits. Iviaterials may be obtain_~JL._ 
from the ~mseum 1 s E4ucat~onal Division. 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATI ONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 5 and 7 
Name of Place: PRAT'.l' AND ~v1HTNEY AIRCRAFT' COJvlPANY 
Address: 400 ~~in Street, Ea~t Hartford 8 , Con~-·--------------
Person to Contact: Public Relations Office Phone: JA-8-4811 
- -
Subject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES 
·------
Size of Group: _<?Jl~:__;:C:.::la=..:s::..:s:::..-_________ _ 
What may be seen: Students "'rill see the use of ingenious machinery 
and tools, a network or synchronized conveyors 
bringing v-mrk to men and 1-vomen on assembly lines, 
and effi cient arrangement of the entire plant. 
The group may observe the making of various parts 
and the testing of an engine . They 'Will a lso 
notice the frequent testing which is an essential 
part of the production of airplanes. 
Time ~eguired to Travel to Di stination: 45 minutes 
----------------2~hours Ti,me Reguir~d for Tour: 
Nature of Guide Service: ---~g~u~i~d~e~s p~r~o~v.1.· ~d~e~d~-------------------------
Visi ting Days and Hour,~: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Monday throWwh F:ridaL__ ------ -
8:30 a . m. to 3; 0Q p . m. 
~--Testing~ Engine ·--------------
Ivakj ng of Parts 
_ ____ _......A ..... s ,.s,...e_.m,...b._..l+y_ I ..... ,j...._n .... e--. 
- ----·- - ---- -- ----------
SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 4 and 7 
Name of Place: ~-..S LEATHER COMPANY 
Address: Nonlich Ayenue, Golcl].ester, Gon_n..;..•--. ---------
Person to Contact: Mr. Hyman Schwartz Phone: LE-7-2325 
Subject Area: -----iYoQO~G~IAw..:L~...:=S:..l:.T..::t.UD:::...:::.I==.ES::=..' ______ ·-· _ 
Size of Group: _ Qn§_...C'""'l...,a ... s::...::s=------------
hlhat may be seen: Selection, measuring , cutting of leather. 
The final products are wallets, handbags, 
leather cases, je\nJelry boxes, and similar 
small leather creations. 
Time Required to Travel to Distina tion: __ 5.-!--.tminut e s 
Ti.me Reguir~d for Tour: 
Nature of J uide Service: 
Visiting Days and Hou~s: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
--------=4~0 _minutes 
G1d de prav·j d ed 
Monday through Frid~ _ __ -------- -
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
1 
- - .. ·---- ------ - ......... ~...,.---__,... . . -·- -
Boston University . 
School of Education 
Library 
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: ~7 ____ _ 
Name of Place: SOUTHERN NE'Vl ENGLAND_IE.l&l:liQ.l'IE......aQMPANY 
Address: 40 High Street, ~1lillimant_~t..-Conn. 
·- ---------
·-
Person to Contact: llf.tr. Hl. T. Chalmers 1 Ivianager 
- -
Phone: _Dial n o n 
Sub.j ect Area: COIJ~lUNICATIONS, SOCIAL STUDlEL 
Size of Group: .Jl!:£1,1J~J:l of 10 or J,2, ma.xj mum 
What may be seen: Students will observe various operations, such 
as the handling of long distance calls, local 
dial calls, information and special operator 
calls. The operations and records in the 
local business off ice tiill also be explained. 
The students will Pave the opportubity to ask 
questions about the telephone business and 
many facts about the telephone story will be 
covered. 
Time Required to Trav~l to Distination: 
!~me Required for Tour: 
30 minutes 
1 hour 
Nature of Juide Service: 
Visiting Days and Hours: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
guides provided 
I'1onday through Friday .... ----------·· ---
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
-------
A tra_t~_E.g_unit is available upQn request. 
The Telephone _ f.ilm Li,brary is efceptjonally 
~od; _!he publi_cation "I"IoEions Pictur§!_s _ _ 
Available Without Cha.rg~" contains a detaile 
- ··- -·- · 
Educator's Index and is available in this 
offi ce. 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 and 7 
Name of Place: STATE POLICE BARRACKS 
·--·~--
Address: Hartford Hoad, Colchester, Conn.. 
- ·· ~--·· -- ---------~---
Person to Contact: Lt. Lawrence 
- -- -~----------------
Phone: LE-7-2321 
Subject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES-------- _ 
Size of Group: One class ----~~~-----------
Hha.t may be seen: The group will see the cell blocks, the radio 
station, the teletype machines and the small 
bore rifle and pistol range. 
The Ci vi 1 Defense office as well as the nhamtt 
radio operators' room ~·rill be visited. 
Expl anations of the facilities and equipment 
will be geared to meet the different age groups. 
Time Reauired to Travel to Distination: 10 minutes 
------------~-------
T~me Reguir~d for Tour: one hour ------------~~-----------------------
Nature of Guide Service: ~u~i~d~e~u~r~o~v~i~d~e~d~--------------------------­
Vi;zitrjrtg Days and Hours: Monday through Friday 
I · - --·------
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Films: t~e Poli~eman 
----------------------
Policemen At Work 
---------------------- ----
- ·- --- ---·------------
- -- ----------------,---
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Leve 1: 6 
---------
Name of Place: TRAVE.LERS' INSURANCE COEJ1PANY BUILDING 
Address: 700 ~~in Street, Hartford 15, Conn. 
Person to Contact: ~liss Nancy Felion Phone: CH-9-0621 
- --
Sub.ject Area: SCIENCE , SOCIAL STUDIES 1 GEOGRAPHY 
Size of Group: -~..?_. (groups of 15 ) 
What may be seen: A member of the Travelers' Weather Service \rill 
address the group f or orientation. 
This trip can be very flexible as the facilities 
of the weather bureau can be presented in such 
a 1-vay a s will fit the needs of the group . 
The students will ob serve v1eather data being 
recorded as it is received f rom other stations, 
w·eather maps being constructed or altered to 
conform \'lith inf ormation being received and 
recorded. 
Time ~eguired to Travel to Distination: 45 minutes 
---------=1::.. hour T~me Reguired for Tour: 
Nature of Guide Service: ___ G~u~i~d~e~s~f~u~r~n~i~s~h~e~d~-----------------------
Visiting Days and Hours: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Tours being conduc~d Mo~§ay Thr ough Friday 
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
t ' 
Films: What Iveke s ·Rain 
vVhat ~~ke s a De sert 
---------------·-------------------- ----
Filmst~ip: Seasons - Causes 
------
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCAT.IONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 1 
----
Name of Place: UNIV~SI'r.Y OF' CONt~EG'riC_Y!_CltE~IVERY, BARN AND PIGGERY 
Addr-ess: Storrs, Connecti9.u~_ 
-·- -·---- -- ----· ..--------
~rson to Contact: Mr . Lynn Glazier Phone: 
Sub,ject Area: I-lliALTg_, SOCIAL STUDIES 
Size of Group: ____ qge class, divided f or tour if desired. 
What may be seen: On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, the group 
may observe milking of cows, bottling of milk 
and making of ice cream. 
A rather complete a s sortment of farm animals 
may be observed. I~. Glazier is a fine host 
who makes every att empt to arrange t he tour 
to meet the needs of the particular group . 
Lunch may be had picnic style on the farm lawn. 
1~lk and ice cream may be purchased, 
Time !tequired to Travel to Distination: 45 ml_:n ....u .. t..,._=e-=s ________ _ 
Time Required for Tour: 30 minu=t~e~s~---------------
Nature of J uide Service: ¥~ . Lynn G1azier and members Qi staff . 
llii_ting Days and Hours: By aopointment 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Films: Fam Anirn~ __ _ 
IVIi lk Parage 
---- - . Unc 1 e J j m' s Da j ry Fa<'l.r....,mu.L.--_. 
• 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: 3 and 8 
Name of Place: ~vADSWOR TH ATHENEUM 
Address: _____ 2...;.5_ Atheneum Square, _Ba:_-~_ford 3, Conn •. _ __ _ 
Person to Contact: ~~s. Katherine Nielsen Phone: JA-7-2191 
- ·· 
Subject Area: ART, SOCIAL STUDIES ---__..:~ 
Size of Group: 90, _I_:J.aximum (divided into groups of 30) 
'r.lhat may be seen: 
Time ~equired to 
The Atheneum is primarily an art museum. Several 
tours may be arranged to acquaint children with 
varieties of expression and techniques of art. 
ttExploring the Atheneumn is a guidance presentation 
and orientation by a member of the staff that 
aims to make the visit a truly enjoyable and 
educational experience. 
Illustrated talks can be given in the classroom 
but the museum staf f prefers to concentrate on 
the original objects when the children are visiting 
the museum. 
Tray~! to Distination: 30_.~m~i~n~ut~e~~s~---------------
~~me Required for Tour: 
-----· ---~-1/2 hour 
Nature of Guide Service: __g~ides provided ~y the museum 
Visitihg Days and Ho~: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Tuesday through J.i'r~day __ _ 
·------·--·--
12:00 ~o 5:00 E•m• ____ ·--
_!xhibiti~ns and films are available for 
loan from the_A.-then~um~·-----
- ·- ---· --- ----· 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Level: ~2 ____ _ 
Name of Place: 1iVI1;:~II'MNTIC FI RE STAT~9.B_ ___ _ 
Address: Willimantic, Co~n!- ------ -- ____ _ 
Person to Contact: 
- --
Subject Area: 
Size of Group: 
What may be seen: 
( 
Fire Chief Phone: HA-3-7574 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
----------
one class 
The sleeping and kitchen quarters, the alarm 
system, all the necessary equipment for a 
fireman. 
If the weather permits, the pupils will be 
given a ride on the fire truck and the ladder 
will be extended. 
~fuch of the equipment will be demonstrated 
and the children will be allowed to slide down 
the pole from the second floor . 
Time Re0uired to Tr~y~l to Distina tion: 
Time Required for Tour: 
- ---- - ~49:-<- .minutes 
Nature of Guide Service: _ _ firemen xriJ,l ~uide the tour 
Visi~ing Days and Hout§: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
Monday; t4ro~h Fti.d.fl~----~----
9:00 a.m. to ~ :op p.m. , , 
Film.a;_ __ The Firemen ___ -------
Filmstrips: _City Fjr.e_ Department _ __ _ 
Firemen At JJlcr k 
Tbe Fireho-..uu..:ls_..e _______ _ 
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SUGGESTED EDUCATIONAL TRIP 
Grade Leve 1: 6 
----
Name of Place: WINDSOR AIRPORT 
Address: _____ Bradley Field 1 Windsor Locks, Conn. - --·-----
~rson to Contact: Iil£r'. George P. Kane Phone: 
Subject Area: AIR TRANSPORTATION, GEOGR~HY, SO CIAL STUDIE S 
Size of Group: ____15 ___ ____________ _ 
What may be seen: 
I 
This airfield is used by commercial, executive, 
and privately o1~ed aircrafts. 
The tour includes points of interest in the 
¥mrphy Terminal Building , excluding the weather 
bureau. 
Children may be taken through an airplane and 
may visit the plane's operation room. 
Time Reouired to Tr~vel to Distination: 50 minutes 
~i.me Required for Tour: 
Nature of Guide Service: 
Visiting Days and· Hours: 
Related Audio-Visual Aids: 
---------------9~0~ minu_t_e_s ________________ _ 
Guides provided. 
Monday through Fri.daY __ ·-·---~---·
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. (BY A~~OiliT~ENT) 
Films: An Airplane Trip 
The Airport 
----~--------------------------- ----
Our Shrinking World 
Filmstrips: 
-------- -
The A:ir plane changes America 
Airplanes at Tfork 
Airpilianes And How They Fly 
Seeing the Airport 
SUGGESTED RESOURCE ViSITORS 
• 
SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISTf OH 
Visitor: l-Tr_. CARL ANDEHSON 
Address: De.I§r.:tment of Aeronautics, Brainard ) Tele phone -: 
Field ) 
Subject A:reB:: SOCIAL _§TUD~ES ___ _ _ ___ _ ___ _ 
Topic: _ _____ PRINCIPLE: OF_ F.!-IGit.I' _ ____ _ _ 
Curriculum Correlation: AVIATTON_ 
------·- -- -
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Details: 
The class should be working on the 
transportat i on unit , spe cifically 
aviation, f or approrimately two 'lrveeks 
before I~ . And er son's visit. 
59 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie1._r: 9:00 to 
1 2 : 00 a.m. 
T!me Required for Experience: 40 minute s 
Advance Notice: Three weeks 
Outline of ExperienQ~: 
·---·--
~~. Anderson, a f light engineer, shows 
slides as he presents a most enlightening 
story of aviation and explains the pri nciple 
of flight • 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VIST.COR 
Visitor: Mr. JOHN BART¥1AN 
Address: 168 Summit, Willimantic, Conn. _____ T~ele phone: HA-3-5589 
Subject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES 
~--··--·----- -·- -
Topic: THE INDI ANS OF NEW ENGLAND 
- - · -- --------
Curriculum Correlation: COLONIAL HISTORY ··- . . .;;......:;;;...;.._ _____ _ 
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie111}': 9:00-12 :00 
any day 
Time H.equired for Experience; 45 minutes 
Advance Notice: one "ltfeek 
Outline of Experience: ¥~. Bartman has studied the American I ndian 
f or many years. He has a v1ealth of infor-
mation and n~terials as well as the ability 
to tell a story well . His collection of 
I ndian relics is of great interest to the 
students and through these, IV.ir . Bartman 
reveals the cul ture of the Ameri can Indian. 
...., 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOilllCE VISITOR 
Visitor: Mr. MORRIS BRODER 
-----------------------·-
Address: _..3_? ___ Broadway, Colchester, Conn. Telephone: LE-7-2443 
Subject Area: SOCIAL STUDIES - LANGUAGE ARTS 
-----··-------- ··---- -·- -- .. -
Topic: IGN0RANCE OF THE LAW IS NO EXCUSE 
Curriculum Correlation: Citi~~hip 
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Detail~; 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie111}': J2 :00 -
2:00 p.m. 
Ttme Required for Experience: 45 minutes 
Advance Notice: two weeks 
------ ·-----·----
Outline of Exnerience: 
.... 
~~. Broder is a prominent lawyer and former 
judge. He 'rill tell of the importance of 
jurisprudence and cite a number of inter-st-
ing cases. I~ . Broder's integrity and 
wit makes his presentation of the subject 
most interesting and enjoyable. 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: ¥~s. Harriet~_B_r_o~n ________________ __ 
Address: Old Hebron Road, Colchester Telephone: LE-7-2596 
Sub.i ect Area: 
Topic: 
__ L_a_ngy.a.ge Arts __ ···---- --· ·- · 
Journalism 
·-- ------ - · ----------------
Curriculum Correlation: Para.graph i'vri t ing 
Advance Preparation: 
f f 
Nore . 
Elannin~ Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie't'lf: 9:00 a . m. to 
11:30 a . m. 
Time Required for Experience: 45 minutes 
Advance Notice: One v.reek ;~---·--
Outline of Experience: lVJrs . Bron is the news editor for the 
Colchester Citi zen. She v.rill discus s 
the techni que of v.rrit i ng ~"Vith junior-
high school students. 
She emphasizes the nece s sity of the 
nvvhattt ' How n ~;i'hentt and " ~¥nere" in an 
article . 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: !1-Tr. HJUlOLD BRO\'JN 
Address: __ l_~ayward Avenue, Colchester Telephone: LE-7-2494 
Subject Area: SAFETY 
·----- --- -·-- -- - ------ ---
Topic: FIRE SAFETY 
-- -~-- ------
Curriculum Correlation: 
----- - ---------- - -
Advance Preparation: none 
Planning Detail~: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: 9:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m. 
Time Required for Experience: 30 minutes 
----
Advance Notice: one week 
Outline of Exnerie~: N~. Brown, fire chief and selectman of the 
town of Colchester will discuss the factors 
that often cause fires. He instructs the 
students in safety measures in fire preven-
tion and advises them of procedures to 
folloV~T in the event of a fire in a dwelling, 
out of doors, etc ••• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: IvJr. -PATRI=-' C~: K:;.;;._C:.::AR~D;....__ ____________ ___ _ _ 
Address: vial~ _ StreetJ-t;olchester ____ _ Telephone: LE-7-2896 
Subject Area: --=S=OCIAL __ STUJ?IE=-S __ ____ __ _ _ 
Topic: _DLJl_S'fURBRIDGE VJI,_LAQ.§_ _ _ . ___ ---------------
Curriculum Correlation: NE"VJ ENGL_AND OF EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY 
Advance Preparation: None 
Plannin.g Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: 9:30 a.m. -
12 :00 
Time Required for Experience: 30 minutes 
Advance Notice: two weeks 
Outline of Experien2_~: Patrick Card, a high school student, has 
a keen interest in American History. He 
received most of his education in the 
South of the United States and has traveled 
in many states. 
Patri ck has a fine collection of slides 
taken in Old Sturbridge Vil~ ge which he 
is willing to show t o the eighth grade 
class prior to their Sturbridge trip. 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: N~. ROBERT CARNAHAN 
·- -·- ·-------
Address_: ...2Q.Q_Fain Str~t, Hartfo1:~on~. Telephone: GH-9-0621 
Sub.j ect Area: ___ s"""c=IlllLC.~_· __ 
__ ._....:;.WE=ATHER Topic: 
·- ------- -
Curriculum Correlation: The ~ffect of Weather On Our Way of Life 
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: Any morning 
Time Required for Experience: 45 minutes 
Advance Notice: three to four weeks 
Outline of Experience: r~. Carnahan, attached to the Travelers' 
Weather Bureau, ~dll intrigue the pupils 
with his discussion, experiments and 
explanations of the weather, its causes 
and effects. 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISI'l'OH. 
Visit,or: Mrs. JANE CHENEY 
Address: _9Q2. __ Farmington Ave , West Hartfor~d=-_ _;T;_ele phone: AD-3-2681 
Sub.i ect Area: _..:::;S~OCTAL. STUDIES, LA~GUAGE ~TS ____ . _______ _ 
Topic: 
_.:...:1-i'L=QKLORE 
Curriculum Correlation: HISTORI_QE THE WORLD 
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Details: 
Tj_me of Day Best Suited for Interviev>~: 10:00 a . m. -
, 2:00 p.m •. _ 
Time Required for Experience: 30 mint~e9 
Advance Notice: 3 days 
Outline of Exnerienc~: ~~s. Cheney , a member of the Ghildrens ' 
Museum staff, v'lill tell of the folklore 
of foreign lands. 
She tells stories in a delightful fashion 
which the primary and intermediate students 
will find absorbing. 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE . VISI1'0H 
Visitor: I~s. JOHI~~-C~L~E~AR~Y~------------
Address: _Qil~. Street,_Colfhester __ _ Tele phone: LE-7-2891 
.Subject Area: LANGU4_9_E_ A!1_T_S __ --- -··· -----------
Topic: . DRAMATICS 
·-- ----.. --· 
Curriculum Correlation: 
Advance Preoaration: None 
T;_me of Day Best Suited for IntervieN: 1•Iornings 
Time Required f6r Experience: 35-45, minute~s~----
Advance Notice: _.One week _ _ ...., ____ . 
Outline of Exnerience: 
-IVIrs. Cleary is an active member of the 
Colchester Litt le Theater Group. She 
vdll discuss activities i nvolved in 
staging a play, the need for cooperation 
and helpful techniques in acting . 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE: VISITOR 
Visitor: l\'Ir . JOHN CLEARY 
Address: __9il~ Street, Colchester Tele phone: LE-7-2 ~91 
Sub,iec~ Area: LANGUAq~ ARTS, SOCI~!:__STUD~~- --------­
Topic: Going To Pre __ ss __ ________ _______ --------
Curriculum Correlation: NKlSPAPER WRITING AND PUBLISHINJ 
- -----------
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for IntervieN·! Afternoons 
Time Required for Experience: 45 Mim .. ttes 
Advance Notice: three weeks 
Outline of Experience: IVlr. Cleary is an editorial v-Triter f or the 
Hart f ord Times. He will discuss the various 
activities that make a newspaper f unc·ti on. 
He vlill point out a variety of jobs that 
make n going to press" po ssi bl e. 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Vis:J.tor: Iv1r. RUBY COHEN 
·------- -- -- -- --- - ----
Address: McD?~ald Road, Golcheste_r __ __ Telephone: LE-7-2990 
Sub.i ect Area: _ _.S='O=-=C IAL,_ STUJ;>IE~- _____ _ 
Topic: CONNECTIC~ __ $JAT~_LEGI~LATURE 
Curriculum Correlation: UNIT ED $TATES HISTORY 
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Details; 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: Mornings 
Ttme Required for Experience: 45 minutes - 1 hour 
Advance Notice: -Iw~o~w~e~e~k~s~----------
Outline of Experienge: Representative Cohen is interested i n the 
school and is ha ppy to have an opportunity 
to visit to discuss the activities of the 
State Legislat ure. 
He outlines the cour se of a bill as i t 
progresses to become a law or fails. 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
VisH:.or: Mr. JOHN DAMM 
Address: 56 South lJi:l.in, Colchester Tele phone: LE-7-2347 
Subject Area: HEALTH AND SAFETY 
STEPS FOR SURVIVAL Topic: 
--· ·-- ------ -----------------
Curriculum Correlation: HEALTH AND SAFETY 
- ·---·--...--
Advance Preoaration: 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: 9:00 a . m. to 
3:00 p. m. 
Time Required for Experience: 30 minutes 
I 
Advance Notice: One week -------~~------------
Outline of Exnerieno~: ~tr . Damm is the Colchester Civil Defense 
Director. He 1-vill discuss the Ci vi 1 
Defense program, nationY.ride and local, 
and show a film pertinent to his topic. 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: J:fr, EDWARD De ROCHE 
Address: __ Hillimanti~ Connecticut Telephone: 
Sub,iect Area: 
__ Q.QQ_l l\,L STUDIES, QEQGRAPH! - - ------·---· __ _ 
Topic: ___ _.PHILATELJ:"_ _ _____ ~----------------
Curriculum Correlation: HIS TQRY CF THE it!ORID 
Advance Preparation: General discussion of stam;-,s. 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervielll]: 9:00 a .m. -
11:00 a . m. 
Time Required for Experience: 40 minutes 
Advance Notice: __Q~n~e~w~e~e=k~------------------------
Outline of Experience: I~ . De Roche, an elementar y sch ool teacher , 
has a f ine stamp collecti on but mor e i mport-
ant, he makes stamp collect ing appear 
highly interesting and vital to the student s. 
This is an exceptionally good experience 
f or t he fom~th grade students and up . 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUH.CE VIS ITOR 
Visitor: ~· ORIN E. DICE 
Address: Myst~c Sea·p<r t , IV.fystic, _c_o_nn_ . _ ____ .....;::T-=e..;-;l;;.::e...!.:p~h;;.;:o:...::.n;;..:..e: 
SOCIAIJ STUDIES Subject Area: 
--- -·-· --
T . • op~c. 
' 
SAILING SHIPS OF COLONIAL DAYS 
Curriculum Correla tion: COLONIAL HISTORY 
, ----------------
Advance Preuaration: Background reading and class discussion 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie,,.: Afternoons 
Time Required for Experi ence: 45 minutes 
A.dva,nce Notice: One month 
Outline of Experience: I~. Dice, attached to the Educational 
Departne nt of Jviystic Seaport l'vluseum, 
1Alill vmave a tale of the sailingships 
from Ne1o~r England parts in the early 
nineteenth century • 
He 1o~d ll bring a model sloop and schooner 
as illfe ll as a film. 
•• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: Il.tr. HAROLD FIELD 
- -·~-· ·--- ----
Address: _ ED.n Street, Colchester __ _ Telephone! LE-7-2878 __ ____;::...: 
Sub,jE~ct Area 1 
Topic: 
_ AR_I_· '1~~~-C_, __ SOGIAL ~TUDIES 
BANKING 
- ---.--_ __...~------------ -- -
Curriculwn Correlation.: COivllviUNI TY SERVICES ----------· _,___.,__ ______ _ 
Advance Preparatio~: Non e 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie1"': Mornings 
Time Required for Exp.erience: 40 minutes 
- ---
Advance Notice: one week =---~~--~---------- -~------
Outline of Experience: ~~. Field is manager of the local bank. 
He V"Jill point out the importance of banks 
in today's society, the services of fered 
and the responsibilities involved. 
Ivir . Field is an experienced banker as well 
as speaker. 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visj_tor: Dr. CHARLE S GASTEYER 
Address: __ Van_ .. Vleck Observatory, Middletown T 1 h DI -7-4421 
___ ;:_e e P- one : 
Subject Area: ASTRONOl\iiY 
--··--- -··· - · ·------------
THE ST1 RS AND rrHE PLANETS Topic: 
--------- ·-- - --------------------
Curriculum Correlation: SCI ENCE 
Advance Preparation: Discussion and study of the heavens 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Sui ted for Intervie\11]: 10:00 a.m. to 
T~me Required for Experience: 45 minutes 
Advance Notice: · Three weeks 
3:00 p .m. 
Outline of ExperienG~: Dr. Gasteyer vdll discuss stars, planets 
and constellations. His discussi on vd ll 
be accompanied by a shmring of slides 
which he indicates are excellent • 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCJ!: VISITOR 
Visj_tor: Mr' . HAROW GOLDBERG 
-- ·- ···---- ----
Address: Lebanon Avenue, Colchester Tele phone: LE-7-2419 
Subject Area: SOCIAL_S~]rni~~ LANQYAGE ARTS 
Topic: GUAM AND ..S.AI.l.?AN __________ -------- --------
Curriculum Correlation: WORLD . .Q..EQGRAPHY. ___ _ 
Advance Preparation: None 
Planning Details: 
T:i.me of Day Best Suited for Interviev,r: 10:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m. 
Time Required for Experience: 40 minutes 
----
Advance Notice: l'hree Y..reeks 
Outline of Experienc~: Mr. Goldberg vdll shmv pictures and souvenirs 
of his travels to Guam and Saipan. His 
knowledge of the islands' culture and his 
enthusiasm make his discussion most colorful. 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: 1\fu:-. J USTIN H~R-.;;:T:..;;L;;.;:E;;.;:Y;.__ ____ _ 
- ---- -- - - ----
Address: --~-~affe Terrace , Colchester ___ ....;T=-:ele phone: IE -7-2440 
Subject Area: SUIENCE ~_ ART 
--- -- -----··· 
Topic: PHOTOGRAPHY ·-- -- -- ------------ - ------
Curriculum Correlation: LIGm__ 
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Detail~: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interviet'l: Mornings 
Time Required for Experience: 40 mint~es 
Advance Notice: TV>ro weeks 
Outline of Experienc~: ~~ . Hart ley is a dealer in photographic 
supplies . Tc o the intermediate grades he 
will show simple aspects of photo raphy 
and proper techniques. \iJith junior high 
school pupils he will delve into more 
elaborate techni ques and eoui pment as 
condi ctions dictate. ... -
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
. ·~ . 
Visi t or: :Mrs . ED 'lARD HOLivlES 
-- -- -- --- ----
Address: __9~~uth ~~in , Colchester 
Subject Area: LANGUAG:§ _ !RT~, LIT E!_lA'~UB.E 
Tele phone: LE-7-2585 
Topic: BOOKS ARE FRIENDS 
- ----------------------
Curriculum Correlation: LIT ERATill1E APPREGIATI ON 
Advance Preparation: 
, ; 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interviev1: MU3.NINGS 
Time Required for Experience: 30 to 40 mi nutes 
Advance Notice: two week s --~~~~~------·----
Outline of ExperienGe: :N"Jrs . Holmes, the .Local librarian, 1-rill 
revie\'l a fet'V books and usuall y give a 
b iographical sketch of the author . 
lv.frs . Holmes wel comes the a pport unity to 
give b ook reviews there :C'ore t eachers s houl d 
avail themselves of t his opportuni ty . 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VI SITOR 
Visitor: 1vir . ED ·v"&.'l.D HOLMES 
Address: _2_~~~h Iva i!!.L Gol chester __ _;T=-e~le phone: IE -7-2585 
Sub.i ect Area: -~S:..::OGIAL ._S_'T U_DI_E_S ___ ··- - --- ·- ··· ·- · 
Topic: SHORT i:JA VE RADIO 
-- ·-- -- -- - ----------------
Curriculum Correlation: COMNUNICATIONS 
----- -----------
Advance Preparation: Explanation of Morse code 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interviev1: Any time 
Time Required for Experience: 30 - 40 minutes 
----
Advance Notice: one week ~~~~~-------------
Outline of Experience: ~tr . Holmes possesses elaborate radio equipment 
at the rear of his drug store , some of whlch 
he will bring to school for demonstration 
purposes . He is an active member of the 
ci·nl defense radio corps • 
Mr . Holmes has an absorbing interest in his 
radio activities and his enthusiasm helps 
capture the interest of the studert s. 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCB VIS,l TOH 
Visitor: Dr . I.R.WIN ISRAEL, M. D. 
- --- -- -- -------
Address: 5 Hayward Avenue , Col cherster Tele phone: LE-7-2$46 
Sub.j ect Area: SCIENCE;.l. SOC!~L ST!:f_QIE_!3::... __ 
Topic: 'l\ OPICAL FIS!i_ __ __ ___ __ _______ _______ _ 
Curriculum Correlation: 
Advance Prenaration: 
Planning Detail~: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: To be arranged 
Time Required for Experience: 30 minutes 
A.q.vance Notice: tw w·eeks 
Outline of Experienoe: Dr . I srael's hobby is ralslng tropical fi sh . 
He lr.,d. l l discuss the diffi culties encountered 
in maintaining fish in home or school 
aquariums . Dr. Israel vlill give suggestions 
and recommendations for the start of such 
a hobby . 
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SUGGESTED RESOUH.CE VISYl, OR 
Visitor: l~. FRED KULOW 
:;_.......,, .... ------------------- -·- ------
Address: ~1 C9nnecticut Bld , Hartford Telephone: J A-8-4181 
Sub.jec~ Area: __..-""'-SO;;;;_;CIA.I, STUDIES, HEALT~H"---
Topic: EA'DI NG THE JU GHT KIND OF~F:...;;;"O"""'O=D ____ -------
Curriculum Correlation: A HEA~THI_DIET ________ __ 
Advance PreEaration: 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: Any time 
Time Required for Experience: 40 to 50 mi~utes 
Aqvance Notice: three weeks 
---------~---------------------
Outline of Experienc~: The Continental Baking Company has 
developed units of work based on vJheat 
for different grade l e vels. Ivir. Kul mv' s 
discussion entails eating the pro per 
foods and the shm,Ting of a related film 
entitled The 1'!heat Farmer. 
• 
• 
Visitor: 
Address: 
Subject 
Topic: 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
LIEUTENANT LA Vl1ENCE 
State Police Barracks, Colchester Tele phone: LE-7-2321 
---=-
Area: SAFETY 
·-- ··- ·- - --- ·· --· 
BE ALERT 
·--- "- ·--· --
Curriculum Correlation: HEALTH AND SAFETY 
----------------
Advance Preoaration: None 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie"tllf: 9:00 -
3:00 p.m. 
Time Required for -Experience: 30 minutes 
----
Advance Notice: Three -vveeks 
Outline of E.xperi.ence: J.Jieutenant ·. La"t-'Trence vlill discuss safety 
with the students. He vlill emphasize 
the impoTtance of thinking and being 
alert . He stresses safety practices 
to students viho walk or ride bicycles to 
school. 
SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOH 
Visj_t or: __lv'Jr. THOf!JAS LO.MBARDO 
Address: _l.2._!;3;r'oad:yvay~Colchester 
Sub.i ect Area: HEAJ./rl4.-HECRMTION _ 
Tele phone:, LE-7-2062 
Topic: CAivlP.ING 
·-- ---- -----
Curriculum Correlation: 
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Detail~: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie,.,: 9:00 a . m. to 
11:30 AM 
T:i,.me Required for Experience: 40 minu·tes ___ _ 
Advance Notice: two v-reek.Q._ _____ _ 
Outline of EXPerienc;e: 
..., rvrr . Lombardo is an educator as well a s the 
director of Happy Valley Camp. From 
personal experience he t'fill discuss the 
vaula s, benefits and safety pract ices of 
out door camping • 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VIS ITOR 
Visitor: Mr. I~EWIS S. :MILLS 
Address: _bit~~field Hills, Conn. Tele phone: 
Sub.i ec~ Area: SOCIAL _§.r UDIES , HIS'~ORY::=.--
Topic: HISTORY OF CpN~:JECTICU':£. _ _ ______ _______ _ 
Curriculum Correlation: HISTpRY. OF CONNE CTI CFI' 
Advance Preparation: Study nap of Gonne cticut 
Planning Detai l~: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: After 10:00 a.m. 
Time Required for Experience: 15to 50 minutes 
I ~~----
Advance Notice: 
Outline of Experienc~: ~~. ~lills, a retired superintendent OI schools, 
is knmm throughout the State for hi s knowledge 
of Connecticut . The fifth edition of his book 
" The Story of Connecticut" has recently been 
published . 
1~ . ~lills can hol d a class spellbound as he 
relates the State's history, interspersed with 
little knmvn stories and anecdotes . 
SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VIS ITOR 
Visit or: Mr . HEJ.\IRY NEIDA 
Address: -~I_?_ston Road, Colchester Tele phone: LE-7- 2994 __ .__;;;_: 
Sub.i ect- Area: SOCIAL S.'!'_UDIES, LANG1!A~~RT~- - ---------
Topic: LIFE IN HUNGARY 
~-- -- -- -- - ------- --- -------
Curriculum Correlation: PEOPLE OF 'I'HE WORLD 
Advance Prenaration: 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: 1:00 -
3:00 p . m. 
Time Required for Experience: 30 minutes 
Advance Notice: three we eks 
Out l ine of Experie~: Mr. Neida lived in Hungary where he was a 
jus tice court j udge prior to his entry to 
the United States in 1952 . 
~~ . Neida depi cts lif e in Hungary most 
objectively . His comparison of experiences 
before 1952 to his living in America is a 
worthwi l e lesson for the older students. 
• 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE . VISITOR 
Visitor: Dr . Alr red Neidle 
Address: _ll Hg;yy.rard .venue , Colc~e..r..._ . Tele phone: LE-7-2L.25 
Sub.i ect Area: HEAL__TlL __ _ 
Topic: Dept. istry - ·-- ·- ----· ---- ---- --------
Curriculum Correlation: HEALTH and SCIENCE 
Advance Preparation: Study of teeth and their care. 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interviev..r: 9:00 a.m. to 
Time Required for Experience: 
10:30 a.m. 
30 minute::..:s~---
Advance Notice: Two 1rmeks or more 
Outline of Experienc~: Dr. Neidle v-.rill discuss Jche importance of 
proper care of teeth and the effect poor 
teeth may have on general health • 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISD'OR 
Visitor: Miss SARA PECK 
·---- ·- -- -- --
Address: 25 Atheneum Square North, Hartford Tele phone: JA-7-2191 
Sub,iect Area: CULTURAL 
Topic: _ __ _  SCU_~PTURE , _!\R~HIT~GTl!_R~ AND TviTNOR ARTS_' ______ _ 
Curriculum Correlation: ART_L.!!ISTO_iti_Y ____ _ 
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Intervie,,.,: Anytime after 
9:00 a.m. 
Time Required for Experience; 50 minutes 
Advance Notice: two weeks 
Outline of' Experienc~: ~li ss Peck visits r~y schools lecturing 
on art. She brings along paintings , a 
display kit and a 'liTealth of knm'lledge 
whi ch she capably presents to the students . 
It is advisable to have IV:liss Peck as a 
resource visitor prior to taking a trip 
to the Atheneum in Hartford . 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: Mr. STANLEY STEFANOVICZ 
Address: Leba~?n Avenue, Colchester 
Subject Area: ART 
Tele phone: LE-7-2624 
Topic: \f£AVING 
----- -------- ---------------
Curriculum Correlation: CLOTH MAKING 
=-----------
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Details: 
. -
T:tme of Day Best Suited for Intervie1,.,r: Afternoons 
Time Required for Experience; 
Advance Notice: one week 
45 minutes 
----
Outline of Exnerienc;:~: 
- ---
b~ . Stefanovicz, an art supervisor, is a 
man of many int erests and t alents. He 
brings to the students an interesting 
demonstration of weaving and he is in the 
position to follow through and encourage 
pupils to continue working with the 
weaving machines. 
• 
SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VISITOR 
Visitor: ____flr, lVIT ,vHAEL TRIGO 
Address: ~~~roadway, Colchester 
·- ···- ··------
Telephone: LE-7-2418 
--~ 
Subject Area: INDUSTRIAL ARTS -~~ 
Topic: WOOD \fORKING 
I 
Curriculum Correlation: WOODWORKING FOR JUNI OR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS 
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Detail~: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interview: 1:00 to 
3:00 p.m. 
Time Required for Experience: 30 minutes 
Advance Notice: 3 days 
Outline of Experience: 1~ . Trigo is the Head custodian in the 
Colchester Central School. He will 
explain and demonstrate the use of tools 
and stress safety practices • 
He ·will work with a fev'>l boys in his shop 
\'>lhen time permits, 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VI S!TOR 
Visitor: .Ivirs . Paulette h'ils on 
Address: ---'-2..._;? __ )3roadway 1 Colc hester Tele phone: LE-?- 2201 
Sub.i ect Area: FEENCIL_CULTUB.E - SQC~_AL STQD~ES , JANGUAGE AH.TS 
------
Topic: French culture 
·-'----
Curriculum Correlation: Geogr_aphy_and hi story 
Advance Preparation: none 
Planning Details: 
Time of Day Best Suited for Interviewt 1:00 to 3:00 
Thursday. 
T~me Required for Experience; .40 minutes 
Advance Notice: one we ek 
Outline of Experience: Mrs . Hilson illfas born and raised in Paris, 
France , attended t he Sorbonne , traveled 
throug h several countries in Europe . 
Her knm'lledge and understanding of the 
French people blend to mBke an i nterest ing 
a nd enlightening pe riod . 
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SUGGESTED RESOUHCE VIS I1' 0R 
Visit or: IvTr . SAivlUEL J . \rh LSON , Jr. 
Address: 25 Broad~my , Col chester Tele phone: LE-7-2201 
Subject Area: __ S_OCIA~_.STUDIES , LA~GU_AGE Al!:_TS_ 
Topic: LIFE ON THE VJEST COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
--------
Curriculum Correlation : GEOGRAPHY 
Advance Preparation: 
Planning Details: ..;;....;;==~ ...... ~---
Time of Day Best Suited f or Interview: To be de f ined 
T~me Required f or Experience: 40 minutes 
Advance Notice: one \ieek 
Out line of Experience: Mr. Wilson has lived in California f or 
thirteen years and has traveled the 
length of the west coast and thr oughout 
Mexico. 
He will discuss with the students the 
mode of living along the pacific coast 
as compared to that in Ne1-v Eng land. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUivTIVIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
The purpose of this study 1to~as to determine 1-vhat 
educational resources are available to the teachers of the 
Colchester Central School and to dissiminate the data 
obtained in the form of a guide . 
The initial list of resources 111Jas obtained from the 
Colchester Central School faculty and further developed 
t hr ough research and survey. Questionnaires were constructed 
by the committee on educational trips and presented to the 
members of the faculty for examination and suggestions. 
The se questionnaires were distributed among prospective 
r esource pl aces and persons and when returned, they were 
systematically catalogued by the writer. 
The cooperation of local residents, industry and 
public institut ions outside of Colchester shm1ed the 
community 1 s 1tlillingness and enthusiasm in contributing time 
and energy to cooperate vnth the school in order to provide 
a richer and more stimulating school experience . 
- 91 -
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2 . Goncl us ions 
1. The Colchester Central School has resources which 
can enrich the curriculum v-rhen used properly. 
2 . The resources, although not great in nillnber, are 
adaptable to the curriculum. 
). The cost of transportation l imits the number of 
tri ps taken beyond the town of Colchester . 
4 . Both business and public institutions are ~Ti lling 
to have classes visit them. 
5. Resource visitors are willing to participate in 
classroom activities to help provide a richer and 
more stimulating school experience. 
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3.. Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Conduct a survey to determine the extent to v.rhich 
this study improved school-community relations. 
2. Conduct a study to determine how to enlarge the 
areas in l'lhich parents could participate in the 
resource visitors program. 
3. Conduct a study to determine the reactions of 
resource visitors follmving thei1~ classroom experiences . 
4 . Conduct a study to determine procedures for publiciz-
ing the use of successful resources, whereby teachers , 
pupils and citizens will become a~tlare of the oppor-
tunities presented by this program. 
5. Conduct a study to expand the work of this survey. 
6. IiJlore effort should be made to influence those people 
Vlho feel they are inadequate or do not have anythi!lg 
to offer to the school program. 
7. Prepare a resol~ce file to which additi ons or 
deletions can readily be made. 
8. Conduct a survey to determine the reaction of the 
cou~unity to the use of resources beyond the school . 
APPENDIX 
Dear Sir: 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
COLCHESTER , CONNECTICUT 
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We are very much interested in your operations and would 
be grateful if \'le could obtain from you the answers to the 
folloWing questions: 
1 .. Name of Firm: 
2. \Vhom Should We Contact to plan for our visit? 
3 ~ How large a group can be acco~~odated at one visit? 
4 . This tour l.'ITould be of interest to what grade levels? 
(We are interested in grades one through eight) 
5. Approximate length of tour , including added features 
such as movies or talks: 
6. Visiting days and hours: 
7. Are there any audio-visual aids available? If so, 
whom do we contact? 
8. Are there any resource persons on your staff who 
would be willing to address our group? If so, what 
would their fee be? Kindly list their names: 
- 1 -
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- 2 -
9. What charges , if any , are involved for the complete 
tour~? 
~'le would appreciate receiving any other he l pful informa-
tion pn the subject at your earliest convenience. 
We thank you for your assistance and cooperation in 
making this study. 
Very truly yours, 
The Educational Trip 
Committee 
Dear Parents : 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Colchester, Connecticut 
Vle are trying to find parents and other citizens who 
~ould be wi lling to share their knowledge a nd experiences 
llith the school children of Col chester . How helpful it 
vmul d be if children could question and talk to the people 
who do the work, make the things, or have ~isited the places 
about \'Ihich they studyt 
Children gain >xhen adults share their experiences with 
them. The work which they do in the classroom comes to 
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life when they see a dire ct relationship betvTeen their 
arithmetic and the adult world of business; their geography 
and the adult world of commerce, government, and international 
cooperation; their English and the adult world of literature, 
ublic speaking , and common understanding; their science and 
the adult world of scientific progress and discovery . 
\'Je v1ant to give your children as many contacts vvith 
learning opportunities as time and money will afford . 
If you are '~lling to help , please complete the enclosed 
form and return it at your earliest convenience. Your 
interest and assistance \rill be greatly appreciated . 
Very truly yours , 
The Educational Trip Committee 
1 Enclosure 
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Name: 
Addr ess : 
Te l ephone Number : 
Please indicate a r eas in Yrhich you have traveled and foreiein l anguage spoken. 
Write in the specific places. 
!"'~.~" eign language spoken/ ~-------·----· 
SOUTH f\.l!l"E:RICA 
EUROP:i: 
------ ---
ASIA 
II.USTRI:..LIA 
--·----·--·- ·---
Occupation : 
----- --- ---------
Favorite Hobby : 
---- ---
Do you have c.. collection? 
-------------·--·-------------
What is the age l evel of the children you vrould like to IT).eet: 
PRIW\.RY I HT ; R1I8DL\.1'E JU~HOR HIGH 
------- ---- ------------
If you know of another pe rson who has a special interest , ab ility or talent, 
please list hi s name and area of interest : 
Harne: .Address: 
----------------- ------- - -------- --
Special Interest: 
~----·----- ---
Pl ease check tho type of s e rvice you can provide: 
TALK OH !i:XP&UFCSS , HOBB L~S OR BUSI l!ESS 
--- PROVI DE FILi:JS 'i'RIPS ON A Pll.RTICUL,-.It SUBJECT 
PROVIDE SLID:i:.; s ON A PI:.RTICULii.R SUBJECT 
--- PROVIDE L-ill-IIB I TS Ol'J A pl~RTICULAR SUBJBCT 
PROVID.S DEUONSTRATIONS ON 1\. PARTICUL\.R SUBJECT 
--- Pi\.RT I Cil?:.'':. T2 IN CL\.SSROOl'.1 DISCUSSION OF 11. l?ARTICULi;R 
SUBJ ... ;cr. 
Time of clay best suited for your visit: 
(day) (time ) 
Is any spe c i u l equipment from the schoo l noedecl for your visit : 
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